Spanish PLACEMENT EXAM Study Guide

Language Samples
2. Click “Spanish”, then “Speaking”, then “View Samples”.
3. To place into 102/201, be at top of NOVICE.
4. To place into 202, be at INTERMEDIATE.

Study Resources
- Free Peer Tutoring at the LLC
- Textbooks & Audio Files at the LLC
- [DuoLingo](https://www.duolingo.com) app/website
- [Quizlet](https://www.quizlet.com) app/website

Vocabulary Covered in 101
- Greetings and meeting people...page 2 in Plazas, 4th Edition (available in the LLC for review)
- Numbers 0-1,000,000...pages 12,72,134
- Classroom...20
- Colors...21
- University campus, academic courses and foreign languages...30,38
- Time and days of the week...38
- Family, physical features and personality...50,60
- Nationalities...66
- Leisure time activities and sports...84
- Places in and around town...94
- Months and seasons...102
- Home, furniture and appliances...114
- Household chores...126
- Human body, health care, illnesses, symptoms, and medical treatments...160

Structures Covered in 101
- Subject pronouns...10
- **Ser/estar** (to be)...58
- **Hay** (there is, there are)...12
- Question words...14
- Definite and indefinite articles, gender and quantity agreement...26
- Regular –ar verbs...34
- Possession with de...56
- Agreement with adjectives...60
- Regular –er and –ir verbs...68
- **Tener** (to have)...70
- **Gustar** (to be pleasing)...90
- **Ir** and **Ir a**...96
- Irregular **yo** form verbs...98
- **Saber/ conocer** (to know)...100
- **Tu** commands...128
- **Estar** and present progressive...130
- Stem-changing verbs...120
- Reflexive pronouns and verbs
- **Acabar** de...156
- Demonstrative adjectives & pronouns...168
Vocabulary Covered in 102

- Food, beverage and table utensils, dining out... 180,192
- Weights and measurements... 196
- Clothing and fashion... 214,228
- Parties and celebrations... 250
- Beach and countryside... 264
- Airline travel and hotel... 298
- Personal relationships... 320
- Receptions and banquets... 334

Structures Covered in 102

- Comparatives and superlatives... 186
- Preterit regular verbs and spelling-changing verbs... 198
- Preterit stem changing verbs... 202
- Stressed possessive adjectives and pronouns... 220
- Preterit irregular verbs... 222
- Direct and indirect object pronouns... 232,290
- Imperfect verb tense... 236
- Interrogative words... 256
- Preterite vs. imperfect... 258
- Affirmative/negative expressions... 268
- Hace + period of time + que... 272
- Double object pronouns... 294
- Prepositions, adverbs of location, and related expressions... 302
- Formal comments and negative tu commands... 306
- Present perfect tense... 326
- Reciprocals with se, nos, os... 330
- Adverbs, adverbial expressions of time, sequencing of events... 338
- Relative pronouns... 342

Vocabulary Covered in 201

- Professions and trades... page 354 in Plazas, 4th Edition (available in the LLC for review)
- Office, work and job hunt... 366
- Personal finances... 372
- Rural and urban geography... 390
- Conservation and exploitation... 402
- Television program and movies... 420
- The arts... 432
- Politics and voting, political issues and the media... 450,462
- Technology and computers... 484,496

Structures Covered in 201

- Por vs. para... 360
- Subjunctive mood... 370
- Statements of volition... 374
- Emotions, impersonal expressions and ojala que... 396
- Expressions of doubt, uncertainty, and adjective clauses... 406
- Purpose and time clauses... 426
- No-fault se construction... 436
- Future tense... 456
- Conditional tense... 466
- Present perfect subjunctive... 470
- Past (imperfect) subjunctive... 490
- If/then clauses... 500